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Abstract: We report on the lifespan evolution of thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity in
curing epoxy-based thermal interface materials with graphene fillers. The performance and reliability
of graphene composites have been investigated in up to 500 power cycling measurements. The tested
composites were prepared with an epoxy resin base and randomly oriented fillers consisting of
a mixture of few-layer and single-layer graphene. The power cycling treatment procedure was
conducted with a custom-built setup, while the thermal characteristics were determined using the
“laser flash” method. The thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of these composites do not
degrade but instead improve with power cycling. Among all tested filled samples with different
graphene loading fractions, an enhancement in the thermal conductivity values of 15% to 25% has
been observed. The obtained results suggest that epoxy-based thermal interface materials with
graphene fillers undergo an interesting and little-studied intrinsic performance enhancement, which
can have important implications for the development of next-generation thermal interface materials.
Keywords: thermal interface materials; graphene; reliability; power cycling; temperature cycling;
accelerated aging; thermal conductivity

1. Introduction
The consistent miniaturization of semiconductor-based circuit elements has, despite efficiency
gains, resulted in the unintended increase in waste power density in such products. Semiconductor
circuits designed specifically for signal amplification have seen improvements in power at higher
operating frequencies at the cost of substantial and detrimental waste heat production. Decreasing
the operating temperature of GaN transistors by 20 ◦ C increases the device’s mean time to failure
by an order of magnitude [1]. Additionally, electronic products that directly interact with radiative
energy, such as photovoltaic cells and light-emitting diodes, suffer either decreased performance or
reduced lifespan at elevated operating temperatures [2,3]. Due to the comparative difficulty of directly
reducing the production of waste heat in electronics, a thermal dissipative solution is the most popular,
next-best option for control of device operating temperature [4]. Due to inevitable surface imperfections
and the subsequent inadvertent production of air pockets between any solid-solid junction in such a
solution, it is imperative to use a special material to replace the catastrophically thermally insulating
air. Bridging the physical junctions between two imperfect surfaces in a thermal dissipative solution
with a thin layer of material to replace these interstitial air pockets is of critical importance and serves
to substantially improve thermal dissipation of the overall heat sink solution [5,6]. A material used in
this manner is called a thermal interface material (TIM).
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Though state-of-the-art TIMs can substantially reduce the overall thermal resistance of the
dissipative solution, there remains considerable room for improvement of these materials across a wide
range of parameters. One of the best classes of TIMs for reduction in junction thermal resistance are
metal-based solder materials. They provide extremely low contact resistances at physical junctions and
boast a typical metallic level of thermal conductivity. However, this type of TIM is difficult to process
and suffers from poor reliability and a high risk of cracking failures. Investigations into these materials
is often concerned with addressing lifespan reliability [7]. These drawbacks in metal solder-based TIMs
are substantial enough to result in the dominance of polymeric TIMs in industry. Work to improve the
performance of these polymeric TIMs often leads researchers to focus on developing more thermally
conductive polymers to be used between junctions in a thermal dissipative solution and for the direct
encapsulation of smaller chips in an integrated circuit [8]. In the former application, a viscous fluid
capable of thermal expansion and contraction without structural damage is best suited, and in the
latter, a solid, impermeable polymer to provide the chip’s sensitive circuitry with unvarying protection
from the environment is preferable [9,10]. Determination of reliability and end-of-life performance of
polymeric TIMs is of great interest to industry because these are the two aspects of TIMs that provide
polymeric TIMs with such a preferential usage over solder-based TIMs.
There remains considerable room for improvement in the performance of polymeric TIMs. A common
tactic to enhance their performance is to load polymer matrices with filler materials of considerable
thermal conductivity such as aluminum oxide, silver, carbon nanotubes, and graphite [11–16]. The most
important considerations in terms of used fillers are their thermal conductivity, geometry, coefficient
of thermal expansion, and concentration in the mixture. At high loading fractions, f ≈ 30 vol%, the
onset of a percolation threshold—the point at which any additional filler results in dramatic thermal
conductivity improvement—has been observed [17,18]. At the microscopic level, the thermal percolation
corresponds to the point when thermally conductive fillers form a continuous network. In this case, heat
mostly propagates via the filler network rather than matrix material. Additionally, as has been recently
shown, composites that are composed of multiple types of fillers with dissimilar geometries can exhibit
synergistic improvement of thermal conductivity relative to composites of either single filler at identical
total filler loading percentage [19–28].
Due to the exceptional thermal conductivity of graphene, found to be well above 2000 Wm−1 K−1 ,
and its potential to be a cheap, mass-producible material, it has seen extensive study as a potential filler
material for next-generation polymeric TIMs [29–38]. Few-layer graphene retains very high thermal
conductivity while offering a larger cross-sectional area, useful for both heat transfer and robustness
upon contact with the matrix material. In the context of TIM research, the term “graphene fillers” is
typically used to refer to a mixture of single-layer graphene and few-layer graphene flakes derived
through chemical exfoliation or reduction in graphene oxide. Graphene fillers are expected to have
lateral dimensions from hundreds of nm to a few µm in order to preserve the intrinsic heat conduction
properties, principally influenced by the phonon mean free path. It has been demonstrated previously
that TIMs with a high loading of graphene possess unprecedentedly high thermal conductivity, reaching
as high as ≈11 Wm−1 K−1 at a loading fraction of 45 vol% in cured and 7.1 Wm−1 K−1 at 27 vol% in
non-curing TIMs [17,39,40]. Additionally, graphene-filled polymers have been shown to be a very
effective shielding material for electromagnetic interference, a property very useful for sensitive chip
encapsulation [41]. One can expect that the thermal contact resistance of TIMs with graphene will be
lower than that of TIMs with carbon nanotubes. Owing to its two-dimensional and flexible nature,
graphene fillers couple better with both matrix materials and contacting surfaces. It has also been
demonstrated by this research group that graphene can be used effectively in combination with boron
nitride to achieve independent control of thermal and electrical conductivities [19,42].
During normal use, TIMs are subjected to a difficult environment. They are routinely operated
at different temperatures, with varying junction surface morphology due to thermal expansion and
warping, and must always maintain quality contact. A TIM suffers catastrophic failures over the course
of its lifespan because, in case the of non-curing types, it has been pumped out of the junction, and in
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the case of curing types, it has cracked due to thermal stresses—both stemming from expansions and
contractions [6,43]. However, the long-term, intrinsic performance of TIMs irrespective of the junctions
in which they are applied has received far less consideration [44–52]. TIM intrinsic performance may
alter due to numerous factors, including chemical and physical alterations of either the polymer matrix
or the filler materials. Despite a tremendously large number of reports on the use of graphene in
TIMs and other composites, we are not aware of any study concerned with the reliability or thermal
cycling of graphene TIMs over the course of a realistic device lifespan. Knowledge of the long-term
performance of graphene-filled TIMs is imperative for any practical application or adoption of these
materials by industry.
In this paper, we report the salient thermal parameters of mono-filled graphene epoxy-based TIMs
over the course of up to 500 power cycle treatments. An epoxy matrix was chosen because it is a standard
material system used frequently in thermal composite investigations. It is also practically relevant,
being one of the most commonly used base materials in curing TIMs. Unexpectedly, we found that
instead of a degradation of the thermal conductivity of the cured graphene TIMs, it actually improved
over the course of power cycling treatments. The obtained data suggest that epoxy-based thermal
interface materials with graphene fillers undergo an interesting and little studied intrinsic performance
enhancement. We argue that our results can have important implications for the development of
next-generation TIMs with graphene and other fillers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we describe the sample preparation; in Section 3, we provide a brief background for the
thermal cycling procedures and introduce the procedure used in this study; in Section 4, we present
the thermal diffusivity and conductivity of graphene TIMs after a certain number of power cycle steps;
in Section 5, we discuss the results of this study; in Section 6, we offer our conclusions of this study.
2. Methods
Sample preparation: The graphene and epoxy composite sample preparation procedure was in
most ways identical to a previous study by this research group, save for the absence of any h-BN
materials, the application of as little pressure as possible during curing, and the use of few-layer
graphene (XG Sciences, Lansing, MI, USA) with a vendor-defined average lateral dimension of
25 µm [19]. The specific type of graphene product used was xGNP- H-25. According to vendor
specifications, it had less than 1% of residual oxygen content, which most likely came from atmospheric
contamination. This type of graphene powder is preferable to reduced graphene oxide (rGO), which
has substantially larger oxygen content in the form of residual graphene oxide that degrades its thermal
transport properties. First, the epoxy resin was weighed, placed in a rough vacuum environment for
approximately two minutes to remove air bubbles, and then weighed once more. This final weight
was then used to determine the necessary weights of all other components to achieve the desired
constituent composition. Graphene powder was then added to the resin and mixed in a bladeless
high-speed, planetary centrifuge (Flacktek Inc., Landrum, SC, USA) at rotational frequencies between
1500 and 2000 RPM for 90 s. At graphene loading fractions above 10 wt%, an additional mixing process
of manually breaking agglomerations by needle was conducted as needed to ensure a homogeneous
mixture. Then, the hardening agent was added immediately prior to a final planetary centrifuge
cycle at 1500 RPM. For samples of graphene loading fractions over 15 wt%, a paper wadding-covered
hand-pressed piston is applied into the mold to flatten the composite. The sample was then left to cure
at room temperature for approximately 24 h before removing it from the mold. Finally, the samples
were polished down to the desired dimensions of a diameter of 25.4 mm and a thickness between
1.5 and 1.8 mm. Supplemental Figures S2 and S3 show a SEM image of a fractured surface and the
Raman spectrum, each of a 5.4 vol% sample without any cycling treatments. The G and 2D peaks in
Supplemental Figure S3 indicate the presence of graphene and few-layer graphene in the composite.
A noticeable disorder-induced D peak is explained by the defects and impurities present in graphene
flakes and light scattering from the edges. It is known that lattice defects, disorder, and sample edges
lead to the relaxation of the phonon scattering selection rules imposed by translation symmetry [52–57].
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Density: The finalized sample densities were measured with Archimedes’ Principle using an
electronic scale (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA) for use in determining their thermal parameters.
This technique relies upon measurements of mass both in and outside of water and determines density
through the difference in measured mass of these two readings resultant from the object’s buoyancy
force. For better accuracy, the sample’s weight in water was recorded after manually scraping off any
adsorbed air bubbles and the recorded weight stabilized over time. For the purpose of this study, we
converted the filler mass fraction ratio (ϕ) to the volume fraction (f) following the procedure described
in detail to our previous published work [17].
Power cycling: The power cycling treatment procedure employed two programmable power
supplies (Chroma 62000P, Foothill Ranch, CA, USA and Keithley 2400, Solon, OH, USA),
a thermocouple-reading programmable benchtop multimeter (Keithley 2182A), a small electronics fan
(Intel Corp., Santa Clara, CA, USA), and a Type-J thermocouple (OMEGA Engineering, Inc., Norwalk,
CT, USA). A custom Nichrome wire loop heating element, with a typical diameter negligibly smaller
than that of the sample, at 25.6 mm, sandwiched between two pieces of Kapton tape. A coil resistance
of approximately 95 Ω was targeted in manufacture to achieve the desired power range, considering
the output I-V curves of the particular power supply used. All equipment was controlled through
a custom python script passing standard commands for programmable instruments (SCPI) to the
appropriate equipment to allow for unattended 24 h operation. The power cycling procedure begins
by finding the necessary power that power supply A needs to apply to the wire loop to reach the
desired temperature of 120 ◦ C and then holds for 8 min. It is important to note that this temperature is
above the glass transition temperature of the polymer matrix, which has been reported in the literature
at ≈100 ◦ C [58,59]. Supplemental Figure S4 shows differential scanning calorimetry results, showing
that the glass transition temperature does occur around this temperature. After the prescribed time
is elapsed, power supply A removes all power to the wire loop and power supply B turns on the
electronics fan pointed at the sample to speed the cooling phase. The temperature of the thermocouple
is continuously polled and once its readings drop below 35 ◦ C, the software pauses for another 8 min.
After this time elapses, power supply A directly applies the power determined adequate in the prior
step scaled to reach an equilibrium temperature of approximately 120 ◦ C. The requisite power is
re-calibrated every 50 runs should any unforeseen dramatic shift in the thermal properties of the
sample come to pass. The end result of this procedure is temperatures fluctuating between 120 and
≈28 ◦ C, depending on the local room temperature at that time. The equipment used in this procedure
managed to heat and cool the sample at a rate of approximately 1 ◦ C per second, with a much slower
rate of change the closer to the temperature equilibrium point. Due to the fact that the TIM sample
is subjected to a temperature gradient due to being heated from one side, most researchers refer to
this procedure as power cycling instead of classic temperature cycling [6,60]. Supplemental Figure
S5 shows the controlling software’s own plot of the temperature at selected times throughout the
cycling procedure.
Laser flash analysis: The thermal diffusivities were directly measured laser flash analysis (LFA
467, Netzsch GmbH, Selb, Germany) experiments [61]. In this technique, a light excitation source such
as a Xenon lamp irradiates upon one surface of a sample. The absorption of this light results in a local
increase in temperature and a subsequent temperature gradient between the opposing surfaces of
a sample. This temperature gradient produces a heat wave moving to the colder, opposing surface,
with the time at which it arrives being governed by the material’s thermal diffusivity. As a black
body, when the initially cold surface heats, it emits more infrared flux. The instrument records the
voltage across a low-bandgap detector (InSb) over time to determine when the back surface begins to
heat, determining the response time of the material to the applied temperature gradient. The thermal
parameters extracted from LFA have been confirmed previously for other material systems with the
“hot disk” and “3-omega” techniques [62–64]. The standard error in the diffusivity measurements was
+/−3%. The overall uncertainty in thermal conductivity measurements was estimated to be less than
5% [65].
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3. Thermal Cycling Treatment Protocols
There are multiple prevalent accelerated thermal aging schemas found in the literature:
high-temperature storage (HTS), temperature cycling (TC), and power cycling (PC) [6]. HTS-accelerated
aging treatments are procedures in which a sample is stored for an extended length of time at elevated
temperatures and often at high humidity. The humidity in the environment has the ability to
chemically harm the adhesion properties of some polymer matrix materials [60,66]. The reported
results of studies based on this method can vary widely depending greatly on the type of TIM
studied, showing both improvements and reductions in thermal performance over the course of
treatment [44,45,66–68]. The wide variation in reported performance alterations is primarily due to the
many slight variations in testing procedure and the different altering mechanisms acting on different
TIMs, such as temperature-influenced wetness changes, chemical degradation, and physical form
alterations [66,69]. Perhaps more representative of real-world TIM usage are thermal cycling-accelerated
aging treatments. In TC treatments, the TIM is altered between uniform temperature environments in
numerous iterations. As opposed to HTS treatments, this method better simulates the temperature
alterations seen from a device powering on and off or simply a device under a varying workload. It is
quite common for classic, non-curing TIMs to actually improve over the course of this treatment [69,70].
Even more realistic to real-world TIM usage still is the power cycling-accelerated aging treatment.
This technique is similar to the TC method except that the PC method cycles the TIM from a single,
localized heat source, as opposed to being in a uniform-temperature environment. This adds a
temperature gradient and subsequent mechanical stress that is seen in real-world scenarios but not
seen in TC treatments. Classic, non-curing TIMs often show substantial reduction in performance
in this type of test, amounting to a 20%–60% increase in thermal resistance, verifying this method’s
relative value in predicting real-world long-term performance [6]. Due to the fact that heat is being
applied to the TIM in a non-uniform manner, consideration of the rate of heat increase is even more
important to consider in this method. Should one component heat up faster than another due to
the local placement of the heater source, it would increase the effective thermal expansion mismatch.
Indeed, in curing TIMs, it is theoretically possible that if the power were too great, that the TIM could
crack alone by itself much like non-uniformly heated glassy materials. The susceptibility of a TIM to
this type of failure would clearly be inhibited by a low coefficient of thermal expansion and a high
thermal conductivity.
This study used a power cycling schema because it is best designed to simulate the real-world
operating conditions of these materials. The procedure used in this study consisted of altering
the temperature of the TIM between room temperature and an elevated temperature of 120 ◦ C,
a temperature range which encompasses the majority of applications of TIMs. This temperature change
is achieved with a planar heat source. At set cycle counts, the samples’ thermal parameters were
measured with a laser flash analysis instrument (LFA 467, Netzsch GmbH). Figure 1 illustrates the
power cycling treatment procedure used. More details of this procedure can be found in the Methods
section. Any impact of environmental humidity should be largely neutralized in this study due to the
samples being cured and not bound to any surface.
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The thermal diffusivities were measured for samples with graphene concentrations of 0 vol%,
5.4 vol%, and 30 vol% and are shown in Figure 2. One should note here that higher loadings of
graphene, up to 45 vol%, have been achieved via a multistage loading process [17]. Here, we limited
the loading fraction to 30 vol% to be more representative of the commonly studied graphene-enhanced
composites. The room temperature (RT) thermal diffusivity of the samples was 0.17, 1.25, and
4.6 mm2 s−1 , respectively. The enhancement in the thermal diffusivity as the graphene loading changes
from 0 vol% to 30 vol% constitutes a factor of ~27. At the end of power cycling treatments, RT
thermal diffusivities of 0.17, 1.57, and 5.40 mm2 /sec were recorded for 0 vol%, 5.4 vol%, and 30 vol%,
respectively. This increase in diffusivity is a percentage increase of 0%, 25.6%, and 17.4% relative
to their initial values. Supplemental Figure S1 provides a visualization for the improvement of the
30 vol% sample. After 400 cycles applied to the 30 vol% sample, the thermal diffusivity enhancement
relative to 0 vol% would increase to ≈31.4 at RT. These results, in addition to the very modest changes
in thermal diffusivity of the pure epoxy matrix over the full range of treatment cycles, suggest that the
graphene fillers play an integral role in this observed behavior.
Figure 3 shows the thermal conductivities of the three tested samples. The mass densities of the
pure epoxy composite with 5.4 vol% of graphene, and composite with 30 vol% loading of graphene
were measured to be 1.18, 1.17, and 1.35 gcm−3 , respectively. The mass density of the samples did
not show noticeable changes during the course of power cycling. Impressively, after power cycling
treatments, the 30 vol% sample achieved a RT thermal conductivity of 9.3 Wm−1 K−1 . This value
is above that in commercially available TIMs and at the level of the highest reported for graphene
enhanced TIMs [17,41]. The 0 vol% TIM sample’s enhancement in thermal conductivity at 100 ◦ C
was a modest 7.7%, from 0.39 to ≈0.42 Wm−1 K−1 and did not display conclusive changes at other
temperatures. In contrast, the 5.4 vol% and 30 vol% samples experienced strong enhancements in
thermal conductivity over the course of treatment for all tested temperatures, achieving 24.9% and
17.3% improvements at room temperature, respectively. The thermal conductivity behavior with
temperature is primarily influenced by the marked increase in composite heat capacity at increasing
temperature. Detailed Raman and SEM inspection did not reveal any noticeable structural changes in
the composites.
It is interesting to note that in each sample and at all temperature cycle counts, the thermal
conductivities measured at 125 ◦ C were lower than those measured at 100 ◦ C, despite an otherwise
uniform tendency for the thermal conductivity to increase with temperature. The failure of the
increasing trend found in the lower-temperature regimen could be explained by experimenting past
the glass transition temperature, at which point polymers are known to have degraded thermal
transport properties, occurring in this epoxy around 100 ◦ C [50,74]. It has been reported that the glass
temperature of polymers can be raised through the inclusion inert materials, such as graphene [75,76].
In this instance, the elevation of the glass transition temperature would be substantially more modest
than the 30 ◦ C alteration seen previously in a poly-(methyl-methacrylate) matrix. Such an outcome
would suggest that the graphene filler does not strongly inhibit the cross-linking of polymer chains
such as Bisphenol-A [77,78]. The low dimensionality of graphene could allow for minimal reduction in
cross-linking density.
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In other studies, the behavior-altering mechanisms of thermal expansion mismatch and mechanical
cracking are present but have been intentionally suppressed in this study by design. Due to the
overwhelming contribution to the thermal resistance that TIM cracking and detachment can introduce,
an intrinsic TIM behavior analysis of thermal conductivity is not possible or at least extremely
challenging to determine in classical studies on the topic.
In another report, a pure epoxy adhesive TIM displayed thermal resistance reductions of 8% [44].
The observed slight reduction in the epoxy TIM thermal resistance was tentatively attributed to
increased epoxy cross-linking. In our measurements, any improvement in the thermal conductivity of
pure epoxy is inconclusive; there is only a small alteration over 100 ◦ C and there is no noteworthy
change below that temperature. The present results for pure epoxy are largely in agreement with the
very modest reductions in thermal resistance of pure epoxy TIMs seen previously. However, upon
the inclusion of graphene into the epoxy matrix, a clear increase in RT thermal conductivity over the
course of power cycling treatments of 24.9% in 5.4 vol% and 17.3% in 30 vol% is observed. It is evident
from these present results that graphene plays an integral role in the observed enhancement in power
cycling treatments.
It is proposed that the mechanism of enhancement of thermal conductivity is indeed increased
epoxy cross-linking at elevated temperatures, resulting in more tightly bound graphene to the more
rigid polymer matrix. In this case, the length of the polymer molecules would increase, pressing
increasingly upon the already dispersed graphene fillers. Likely aiding this process is the polymer
matrix exhibiting thermal expansion owing to the treatment procedure, passing its glass transition
temperature, pressing polymer molecules and graphene flakes closer together and cross-linking
permanently in that position [76]. This would increase the vibrational coupling between the polymer
matrix and the graphene fillers, allowing for better transfer of the lattice vibrations between graphene
and the polymer matrix. In other words, the microscopic interfacial Kapitza [80] resistance of internal
TIM components is decreased by time spent at elevated temperature. This proposed mechanism of
enhancement would likely be highly dependent on the geometry of the filler material used.
There is little consistency in the literature that one could use to draw definite conclusions about
performance of TIMs in accelerated aging studies. This can be attributed to different testing protocols
and different materials examined. Previously, a universal tendency for the thermal resistance of all tested
low-melting-temperature alloy TIMs comprising indium, gallium, bismuth, and tin between copper,
nickel, and tungsten surfaces to modestly increase with isothermal elevated temperature treatment
aging (HTS and TC methods) was shown, signifying at least a slight reduction in performance [49].
Some prior studies demonstrated substantial changes in the thermal resistance of phase change TIMs
after power cycling over 10,000 times. Interestingly, the lack of any notable degradation of this
TIM material over the examined cycles was attributed to the material’s ability to re-conform to the
thermal interface during melting and solidifying processes [67]. A similar reliability study on phase
change material TIMs showed little change in thermal impedance over 2000 cycles [68]. Another
study also examined the thermal interface resistance of a similar, graphene-filled epoxy cycled in a
temperature range between 27 and 97 ◦ C—a cycling process below glass transition of the matrix at all
times—and found no noteworthy changes, even when tested over only 10 full cycles [50]. In light of
the inconsistency in the reported data, briefly sampled just prior, even amongst studies of similar TIM
materials, a more simplified approach in which the isolation of individual parameters of the TIM was
used [6]. By negating any effect of interfacial resistance, we were able to directly analyze the thermal
conductivity TIM parameter with confidence. Simplification of the power cycling-accelerated aging
schema and resultant isolation of parameters of interest could be an effective method to increase the
consistency among similar future studies. The isolation of the changes in the thermal conductivity
from any potential changes in the contact resistances allows for a direct observation of the salient
contributing factors to thermal resistance. The latter is unfeasible in more conventional lifespan TIM
performance studies.
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6. Conclusions
We reported the results of the first reliability study of epoxy matrix TIMs loaded with graphene
fillers over the course of a realistic device lifespan. The systematic testing of the graphene-enhanced
TIMs confirms their potential for practical applications in thermal management. Moreover, it was found,
unexpectedly, that the thermal conductivity of graphene epoxy TIMs improves over the course of cycling.
The obtained results clearly show an increase in the thermal diffusivity and conductivity of cured
graphene and epoxy polymer composites over the course of up to 500 thermal cycle treatments, reaching
an enhancement of up to ≈25%. In contrast, the reference sample-pure Bisphenol-A epoxy—only
received a modest enhancement in thermal conductivity when at elevated temperatures (≥100 ◦ C)
of ≈7.7%. The graphene-loaded samples displayed enhanced thermal diffusivity and conductivity
behaviors at all temperatures, importantly including room temperature. It is suggested that the
mechanism for this marked enhancement in thermal conductivity of graphene-epoxy composites is
related to increased cross-linking, resulting in graphene being better coupled to the polymer matrix.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2311-5629/6/2/26/s1,
Figure S1: A three-dimensional visualization of the thermal diffusivity enhancement in the 30 vol% composite,
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